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21 February 2017 
 
Dear Joan, 
 
I am conscious that my appearance before your Committee on Wednesday is time 
restricted so I thought it would be useful to write to you and the Committee members 
setting out the UK Government’s continuing commitment to ensuring the Scottish 
Government’s voice is heard as we leave the European Union.  
 
I am concerned that some of the commentary on this subject has overlooked the 
considerable efforts we are making to engage with the Scottish Government and to 
more fully understand and analyse their proposals and to ensure we get the best 
deal for Scotland and the whole of the UK outside the EU. By setting out the work we 
have already undertaken, and the work we are continuing to progress, I hope this 
letter will assure you, and the members of your Committee, that the UK Government 
is delivering intensified engagement in this regard.  
 
At this stage, our focus is on the technical work necessary to understand the viability 
of the proposals as well as the Scottish Government’s underlying objectives in 
Scotland’s Place in Europe. The Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union 
and I both met Mr Russell in January to discuss the proposals. Following 
consideration of the proposals and subsequent presentation of them by the Minister 
for UK Negotiations on Scotland's Place in Europe, Mr Russell, at JMC(EN), the 
JMC(P) of 30 January, we instructed departments to intensify our engagement with 
Scottish Government officials to deepen this understanding and forge a constructive 
dialogue between the UK and Scottish Governments. That has been our focus over 
the last few weeks and I am pleased officials from both governments are engaged in 
this work, including six official led meetings in the last two weeks.  Mr Russell is also 
due to be seeing Mr Davis this week.  
 
Work is progressing well. Officials have established two work streams, one 
discussing the proposals on trade, customs and single market membership, the 
other examining free movement. Directors from three UK Government Departments 
and the Scottish Government have held two meetings to give strategic oversight to 
the work and four workshops of senior official across our two governments have 
been held. Further discussions are planned for the coming weeks. 
  



 

 
This intensification of engagement is already producing meaningful work. Although 
there are understandably differences between the positions of the two governments, 
both work streams have worked practically through the issues the paper addresses, 
identifying the specific areas that are critical to moving the work forward and 
committing to further discussions on these key topics.  
 
This work will sit alongside and will support our on-going political engagement. Since 
the referendum in June last year there has been regular multilateral engagement, as 
well as two JMC(P) sessions, alongside bilateral engagement. JMC(EN) has met 
monthly since its formation and will remain the official forum for this process, and I 
look forward to the next meeting. Outside of the formal processes, UK Government 
Ministers continue to solicit the views of our colleagues in the Scottish Government 
through less formal meetings. I met Michael Russell and Derek Mackay in January to 
discuss the Scottish Government’s proposals, and I understand my colleague the 
Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union, David Davis, is due to meet 
Michael Russell today to discuss our collective efforts in this workspace. We hope 
that the intensification of official level discussions will provide further detail for these 
political engagements to consider and debate. 
 
Attempts in some quarters to present this engagement as “meaningless” grossly 
misrepresents the objective of the UK Government. Our objective is to seek a deal 
with the EU that works for the whole of the UK and all its constituents parts. Both of 
Scotland’s governments have clearly and publicly committed to engaging with each 
other as we proceed with this work to ensure Scotland’s interests are reflected in our 
negotiations with the EU. That must remain our priority, and I am confident that in 
pursuing this we will determine that there are similar drivers behind our respective 
approaches. 
 
The process of leaving the European Union has given rise to a passionate debate. 
As a government, it is both our duty and commitment to listen to all voices in that 
debate, whilst weighing the evidence appropriately. I have engaged extensively with 
stakeholders in Scotland about EU exit and am committed to continuing to do so. 
The detailed official discussions set out in this letter, and our on-going political 
engagement, are clear evidence that we stand by that commitment and have set up 
a clearly defined process for achieving it.  
 
I look forward, through this process of working together with the Scottish 
Government, to achieving a solution outside of the EU that works for both Scotland 
and the United Kingdom as a whole and look forward to giving evidence tomorrow.  
 
I am copying this letter to the members of the Culture, Tourism, Europe and External 
Relations Committee. 

 
Rt Hon DAVID MUNDELL MP 

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR SCOTLAND 
 


